**Timion Child Equipment**

**POSTURE CHAIR**

1. To adjust seat length pillows can be added or removed behind the back. There are 3 back pillows.

2. Secure the lapstrap. The length can be adjusted from the back of the chair by overlapping more/less of the strap and securing with the velcro on its end.

3. If the child tends to slide forwards, cut an ischial shelf by removing the middle (chipfoam) layer.

4. Adjust the footrest. There are four bolts and nuts on the inside of the chair. Probably the child has to be taken out to make the adjustment.

5. Insert the side pillows. If the chair is too narrow; one or more of the foam pieces inside can be removed. If they are too high, trim foam off the bottom with an electric carving knife.

6. For the table there are two possible heights. Ensure that there is at least a centimeter space between the child’s chest and the edge of the table and secure with the screws and big washers on the sides.

7. Turn these planks down and secure to give some tilt in space.

If you are unable to assemble the Posture chair for any reason or if you are unable to deliver it to the child’s house, please do not hesitate to call Timion. We are happy to assist.

The pommel is not necessary. The black foam always can also be trimmed to make it shorter or narrower if required.

Elbe – 0837504431
Daniel - 0784561512
danika.meyer@gmail.com